Ozark Regional Transit has made the decision to work with Tim A. Risley and Associates in the planning, architectural, engineering and management of the construction of its new administration facility. ORT accepted documentation through the RFQ process on May 17, 2019. After evaluation of seven different companies that provided qualified proposals, ORT staff was able to select three companies to make formal, oral presentations. These presentations occurred on Friday June 14. After the oral presentations were complete, ORT staff worked diligently to critique and score the presentations. The result is that Tim A. Risley and Associates was able to rise to the top as the preferred company. ORT would like to thank Liz Hamilton from H+A and Dave Wilgus from HFA for the time spent on their submittals and presentations, and to congratulate James Damron from Tim A. Risley and Associates for becoming the top company that we will be working with.